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INTRODUCTION

One of the pxinclpal functions of accountancy is the determination and

rapoxtlng of Ineoste. On the surface, the accountant's task appears to be

clear-cut, veil defined and relatively simple. In addition, the average lay-

nan believes that the principles and procedures followed to report Income are

easily established, objective and satisfactory to all concerned. However, any-

one familiar with income determination or one who must base decisions upon

"income" as measured in accounting fashion, will agree that there is little

agreement as to procedure, purpose or the value of the end result.

An accountant of long experience was sharply critical of the accountant's

income in making the following statement. "Fifty years ago when I completed

my first course in accounting 1 knew the meaning of income . There was

no doubt in my mind. After fifty years of study and practice I can not give

you a definition that will satisfy my conscience."

Basic accounting procedures are founded on the double entry bookkeeping

system which was in existence prior to the fifteenth century. Why then has

the problem of income measurement come Into focus more clearly the last fifty

years? Two reasons can be cited for this development. First, accounting has

expanded into areas more involved than the mere recording of data. Second

and more important, the business environment within which accounting operates

has xmdergone rapid and extensive changes in recent years. This different

^ H. T. Scovlll, "Efforts to Define Business Income", The Accounting
Review. October 1952, 27:458.
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cnvlronnent produces more ccnnplex transactions and events to be recorded,

analyzed and reported by the accountant.

Four significant causes of the changes in business environment can b«

observed. First, today witnesses a great increase in the size and number of

corporate forms of businesses attracting large sums of capital from numerous

•mall investors. Furthermore, manager and owner are no longer synonomous terms.

No longer does the accountant prepare reports to be read and relied upon only

by businessmen familiar with the terms, procedures and problems of recording

and reporting business transactions. Accountancy has been given the task of

reporting the results of operations to various groups, each having differant

viawpoints, interests and backgrounds.

A. second factor in this change is the increasingly complex tax laws. Each

business decision and transaction must be coosidarad in light of the tax impact.

Third, the growth of big govenunent and Its far reaching tentacles of con-

trol has brought about vast changes in the business environment. No longer can

an enterprise operate independently of a govemownt that requires detailed

reports of operations.

Finally, the increased size of business itself has brought many changes.

The problems of recording transactions and reporting results for a multi venture

corporation with numerous geographical locations has become enormous when com-

pared to thoaa of the one-ownar proprlatorahip of the eighteenth century.

2
George 0. May itacad chat thara are five "newer uaes" of accounts which

have developed during the last fifty years. The following new uses of accounts

* Loc. cit.
*" George 0. May, Business Income and Price Levels , Study Group on Business

Income, p. 82.



Indicate specific needs that have arisen because of the developments cited

above:

1) Supply Infonaatlon to proifitteelvc corporate investors;

2) A guide to the value of conmitted investments;

3) An aid to government supervision and economic policy;

4) A basis for regulation of prices or rates of charge for service; and

5) A basis for taxation.

All of the newer uses of accounts mentioned above rely heavily on informa-

tion concerning income. Not only has the subject of income determination been

emphasized in recent years, but it has also taken on new and broader meanings.

Various groups have used the term to describe many different things. The

question of what is being measured by income is one on which there is wide-

spread disagreement.

Income nay refer to individual Income, income of an enterprise, a venture,

a group of people, or income of a nation. The current discussion of the sub-

ject will be limited to buslneis Income— the incMM of «n enterprise. In deal-

ing with business income, time is of primary importance. Were it not for the

necessity of iMasuring income for a period of time shorter than the life of the

enterprise, a major part of the income problem would not exist. Another aspect

of the subject that occasions much debate is the unit of measure to be used.

In short, income determination becomes a problftm of determining what is to be

Measured, over what time period it is to be measured and what units of measure-

ment will be used.

Various procedures used to determine income are subject to ouch debate, and

are criticised for being non-objective, unreliable and inconsistent. As a

result numerous definitions and concepts of Income have developed.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the various uses and concepts

of income and analyze the basic differences in these concepts in light of the



accoiintlng problMBS of nsasurlng and rcportlog Incona.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ACCOUNTING REPORTS
TO VARIOUS GROUPS CONCERNED

Unlike tha techniques used by many professions and skills, accounting

techniques and procedures were not discovered. New uses of accounting data

and new functions and tasks for the accountant occurred over the years, but

accounting practice and theory have developed as an outgrowth of needs. Much

criticism is heard of the inflexibility of accountancy to adapt its practices

to the needs which it is serving. In great part this criticism is rightly made.

However, accounting history indicates this is not characteristic of the pro>

fession. The unwillingness of accountancy to make necessary adaptions in recent

years can more nearly be attributed to the dilesmia of attempting to serve

numerous interests, few of which have similar needs. As a result, accounting

practice has failed to fully adapt itself best to any one of the areas for which

it is providing essential information^

Accounting for Management

Present-day accounting is an outgrowth of basic bookkeeping procedures

used in Italy. Its development was directed toward the task of accounting for

wealth and the changes therein of individual merchants. As the use of conmon

mediums of exchange increased, the practice of accounting for wealth and ex-

changes thereof in terms of these equivalent units also inereatad. In comparison

to aaasurements in terms of numerous ctnnaodities, these mediums of exchange

proved to be a more common and stable measure of value, making accounting state-

ments more comparable to eaeh other over long periods of time. During this



period of time when conmon mediuss of exchange first became widely used,

accounting procedures were easily applied to relatively short periods of tine.

This was primarily due to the lack of credit and the fact that the aajor type

of business activity was trading.

Early accounting procedures resulted primarily from the proprietor's need

for information concerning past progress. As trade became more complex and

business organizations grew in size, there arose a need to account for large

sums of capital invested in an enterprise of many ventures. The accounting

process no longer included only the recording of exchanges of wealth. It

became necessary for record keeping to adapt itself to a systea which would

account for the capital or proprietorship account and changes therein. One

writer states that "the clue to bookkeeping logic lay in proprietorship.--

—

In the nature of proprietorship is the basis for the fundamental distinction

between assets and expenses which underlies so much of the theory of accounts."

It is apparent from these early developments of accounting that the con-

cept of stewardship or accounting for ownership was of primary importance.

Owners of wealth were also the managers, but accounting information was not

prepared primarily as a basis for managcmant decisions. This early emphasis on

assets, liabilities and proprietorship has had its part in influencing account-

ing procedures. The traditional procedures used in recording transactions and

preparing financial statements for trading enterprises have greatly influenced

current accounting practice regarding the preparation of financial statements.

A. C, Littleton, Essays on Accountancy , p. 15.



The Introdixctlon of the corporate fortn of bu«lne»s In the United Kingdom

with limited liability and continuity of existence called for further develop-

ments In accounting methods. Responsibility for management was placed In the

hands of a small group of Individuals who were responsible for the preservation

of capital for creditors and owners alike. The managers were also made • i

responsible for a fair and equitable distribution of profits. With these

developments, the distinction between capital and income became more important

to those concerned. Even with this Increase in management's specific needs

for accounting data the emphasis was on external reporting. George 0. May

suggests that accoiinting data had four primary uses during this period of tiae.

1) As a report of stewardship

2) As a basis for fiscal policy

3) As a guide to wise dividend action

4) As a basis for the granting of credit

Mr. May also points out that "the four older uses of accounting do not

present any conflict so marked as to make difficult the for»iUtlon of general

purpose accounting conventions that would serve them well."^ yro« this point

In the early twentieth century until the present time the uses for accounting

information have Increased in number and these additional uses do present con-

flicts which make difficult the formulation of general purpose accounting con-

ventions that will serve them all welli

These older uses can all be related to the need of management for account-

ing data. In recent years the area of administrative accounting has been i

(teveloped to provide management with additional Infonsatlon useful in solving V

Bew problems of management.
\

May, op. cit. , p. 7.

Loc. clt.



Dividend dtstrlbutlons pose problems for management that require adequat«

Information concerning past progress but which muat be solved In view of future

operations. Since dividend policy Is based primarily on earnings records, th«

determination of Income becomes an important aspect of the related decisions.

Historical accounting information is not entirely adequate for such use pri-

marily because of the limitations In the unit of measure. Corporate managemsnt

is concerned with the perpetuation of the organisation and the replacement of

depreciating facilities. It must collect information on future costs of

capital facilities and future Income streams before making decisions regarding

the distribution of reported Income. . , .
i .' i >

Informs^ioti coneemlng costs and the distribution thereof is an Important

tool for establishing prices. It is agreed that a firm's costs do not dictate

th« price to be received for goods in the aarket* however^ detailed Informtioti

regarding the costs makes possible more ccwipetlttve pricing pollcieSi

Cost control and budgeting is another area of concern to management and

one which is far removed from the reports of the eighteenth and nineteenth

century bookkeepers*
,

- .^
.

'

"'
:

Traditional accounting reports alone will not satisfy these and numerous ,

other needs of corporation management for financial data. This deficiency in

accounting statements and reports is primarily centered around two sajor problems.

The first of these is the long lapse of time occurlng between outlays of ;

•iteti by business organizations and the inClclpated returns remilting from

the outlays. These expenditures must be carried along, broken down and

deducted from some future Income. This emphasizes the point made earlier in

the paper that one of the greatest problems in income measurement is the dis-

tinction between the periods of time for which Income is to be swasured.



The other baalc problem Inherent In each of the uses Is the difficulty of

conparing units of expenditures made in prior periods with units of revenue

from later periods of time—units which a-e not equal in else.

5

It is not unreascnable to assume that management requests for useful •

accounting data vdill Increase and that the p-'esent problems in supplying theee

AltA vlll becogae more complex. Traditional accounting procedures that once

produced adequate information for management purposes must continually be

analysed and revised where necessary.

Legal Uses of Accounting Repoits

The early days of the accounting profession were not characterised by a

close association with the legal profession. There was not a mutual dependence

otMB on the other like that nf accounting and management. However, as increas-

ing legal requirements and restrictions were placed on business, it was natural

to look to the accountants to supply legal authorities with the necessary In-

formation regarding the enterprise, its wealth and its income. Although a

considerable portion of the legal-business problems concern the distribution

of equities upon the dissolution of business organizations, a majority of the

problems are directly related to Income determination. Requests for accounting

data from legal sources have not been without suggestions and stipulations of

the procedures to be used to obtain the information. In numerous cases statutory

requirements dictate the accounting procedures to be used. These requirements

whether statutory or not have had a considerable effect upon accounting concepts

and theory.

In the following paragraphs an effort has been made to set forth some of

the basic points of contact between law and accountancy in an effort to define
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the p .-oMetns of providing Information useful and satisfactory to bath group*

Involved.

Undoubtedly the most influential and far reaching raqulroaant placed upon

business and accounting by lar* is the Income tax. One vnriter has stated that

the greatest amount of conftialon caused by external influences on accounting '

Is found In the area of taxation.^ This can primarily be attributed to the

basic differences in purpose for measuring income among those concerned. Manags-

ment views income as a result of past effectiveness and as a basis for planning.

Tax authorities are not solely concerned that Income determined in aeeordanee

with tax laws represent increases in economic power over the period. They are

conceimed with establishing a basis for taxes --taxes which are not Intended to

be levied on absolute Inc eases in the enterprise's corasMmd over goods lini i .

services. The raeasureraent of taxable Income is also affected by numerous

groups seeking tax advantages for some specific segment of Income.

The following paragraph describing the philosophy of taxation clearly indicates

concepts «nd viewpoint* of Income much different than those held by the account-

ing profession or any other group concerned.

"It had already been decided that the taxing power need not be

restricted to the object of raising revenue. It is the power to

destroy. If it can be used to destroy it can probably be used for

any lesser purpose such as to punish, prevent, lestrlct and regulate

anything within the now Infinitely broadened scope of taxing power*"

This statement was originally made in 1938. By now almost everyone will

agree that tax laws are not designed only to collect an equitable portion of the

Stephen Gilman, Accounting Concepts of Profit , p. 16

2 Ibid., p. 18.
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iiier«as« in one's wealth. Xh« power to regulate h«i become a aajor factor in

the fonnilatlon of the concepts of taxable Ineoaie.

There will be no attempt here to reconcile the points of difference be-

tween theories of ineone held by taxing authorities and accountants. It is a

well established fact that accounting for tax purposes and for book purposes must

follow different procedures. This separation of methods has not, however, cli-

minated tax law influence on income determination procedures. The cost or

market rule for inventory valuation is evidence that such influences have been

prevalent. William A. Paton writes concerning the cost or market rule that

'*th« early American enthusiasm for the device among trade aasociatlona, buslsett

manageoent, and corporate accountants was not a tribute to the merits of the

scheme as a worth «rtiile accounting mechanism, but as an Immediate method of

reducing taxable income. It waxed on account of considerations far removed

from the development of sound accounting." Within certain limits it is reason-

able to believe that conservative income accounting such as produced by the cost

or market rule was welcomed by business management. Big business constantly

hears the criticism of too much profit from labor and the public. Secondly,

the stockholders' desire for an increased amount of profit distributions is

increased by large accounting profits.

Regulatory agencies have been given an ic^reased OEPimt of responsibility

and atithorlty in recent years to determine what is a fair, equitable and fully

disclosed income. In many instances these agencies have also prescribed and

required specific procedures for the measur«aent of income.

William A. Paton, "A StateiMnt of Accounting Principles ', Journal of
Accountancy . March 1938, 65:202
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It Is a well established fact that the Securltfetf and Sxchange Coimnlssion

has had a significant Influence on accounting principles in past years. Public

accountants have no alternative In many cases but to eaploy S.E.C. procedures

in the preparation of financial statements for public distribution. The S.E.C.

,

although more Influential than most regulatory agencies, is not alone. Legal

Influence upon accounting theoiy is exerted by the Federal Trade Commission,

Interstate Coimerce Coomlssion, numeous public utility cosnisslons, national

and state legislators and the courts. These groups are all directed for the

Biost part by men with a legalistic view of Income. An editorial in the .Tour^l

of Accountancy expresses this in the following manner.

"The statutory law which by its very nature mist be controlling,
is written by lawyers with a lawyer's concept of duty. When it

treats of accounting matters It frequently conflicts with what
accountants have come to look upon as 'accepted practices'."

Item 26 of schedule A to the Securities Act of 1933 requires a profit and

loss statement from those companies offering securities to the public. It

also provides that the profit and loss statement required by such items be In

such detail and such form as the S.E.C. shall prescribe. For the most part the

S*E*Ci has operated on the basis that generally accepted accounting principles

•hould be employed for their purposes. This, however, leaves a large gray aroa

in which they can determine what generally accepted principles are. One example

of discrepancies among interpretationf of generally accepted principles is th«

way in which income taxes are charged to the income statement. An expense should

John L. Carey, "Legal and Accounting Concepts", Journal of Accountancy ,

November 1938, 66:281
* Arthur H. Dean, Business Ineowt Under Present Price Levels, p. 79.

V.;.



nonaally be charged to Income during the period In which the corresponding

revenue Is recognized. However, an expense may be charged against Ineone for

tax purposes In a different period than when It Is charged against Income In

financial statements.^ In the Accounting Research Bulletin #23, the American

Institute of Accountants recommeads t^ist in certain cases tax charges should

be allocated as other expenses. This reconniendatloa has been widely followed

2
in corporate accounts but is not wholly acceptable to the S.E.C.

Tax laws have had their Influence upon accounting principles through their

long and close association with those Instrumental In deteonlnlng these proes*

dures. The S.E.C. however, has oiore directly affected the Income determination

process because of the statutory requirements established by It for general

publications of financial statements.

Another asp«ct of the legal influence on accounting practice is that of

the numerous state and federal statutes which establish and regulate corporate

forms of business. Such regulations placed on corporate dividend distributions

are primarily related to the steasuremeDt of income and capital. 'The Delswsr*

State statute provides that dividends may be declared either out of net assets

In excess of capital--—or in case there be no such excess, out of net profits

3
for the year then current and for the preceding fiscal year." Other state

statutes are similar in their provisions. In many cases specific requirements

are set down for the determination of this income. One need only to consider

the objectives of such regulations to conclude that practices for determining

Income under them are apt to be much different from accounting practices.

AJlitlonal first year depreetatlon deductible for tax purposes posaa
such a problem.

^ May, Op. cit., p. 18.

Dean, Op. cit., p. 69.
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Priaary consld«ratlon li given to th« protection of permanent capital, especially

that of the creditors, frcwa depletion because of distributions of dividends to

camaon shareholders. Statements prepared by accounting standards, however, are

the primary source of Information available concerning current and past earn-

ings. • c. •-;.-. ... ..itiif

Legal concepts of business, its purpose, and business income undoubtedly

have influenced the preparation of financial statements in numerous ways irtiich

were not discussed here. Those noat influential, however, are those discussed

above: tax regulation*, regulatory agencies and statutory requiveoents regard-

ing corporate forms of business. .. % ; ;,:,,;,{-.

It is not possible to present a clear cut legal concept of income. Within

the area of law alone, no well established definitions of income or procedures

for measuring it are uniformly held forth. The purposes and objectives in .

measuring business Income are numerous and in many instances dissimilar. It

Is the responsibility of accountants, however, to objectively measure this un-

defined income and provide financial statements useful for all concerned. In

view of this it is not surprising that such Iiarsh criticisms as the following

frjHi Justice Jackson's opinion in the Hope Gas case have frequently been directed

toward the accounting profession and the services It provides^ t, » w ,.

;;, . "As a representation cf the conditions and trend of a business it .•'.

(accounting) u*«« symbols of certainty to express valttet that
5i- actually are in constant flux. It may ue said that in cooraercial or

imreataaat banking or any business extending credit, success depends
-.' i. on knowitig what uoi: to relieve a.,ou£ accounting. Howaver, j-Ui.-

quest for certitude is so ardent that we pay an irrational reverenes
u.. to a technique .^hicii uses symojls of cercaincy even though exper-

ience again and again warns us that they are delusive. Few writers
have ventured to cliallenge this American idolatry."^

Usan, Op. cit., p. 77.
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., Public Re11ar.ce on Accotmtlng Reports

Much of the aecoimtlng data required by lav and necessary for effeetlre

manageasent Is a result of the grcwltig need and demand for public Information

concerning the progress of a business organization. Businesses today cannot

operate In a vacuum. The advent of the corporation made It necessary to report

the financial success of a firm to nuawrous Individuals directly ox Indirectly

related to the business Itself. The large accumulations of capital character-

istic of the corporate form of organization and mass production have caused a

need for large concentrations of labor dependent upon one business enterprise.

The large number of small investors and laborers are dependent upon the success-

ful continuation of the firm and are genuinely Interested In financial state-

ments and reports. As business organisations have grown In else, large concen-

trations of the population have become economically dependent upon the operation

of the business organisation. This dependence has become so great that social

responsibility has been given added consideration by business management. The

type of Information needed and expected by the public is a problem faced by

business managers and accountants.

One publication entitled Hct> to Read an Annual Report ^ suggests that thSrA

are two questions generally asked by shareholders when reading a financial report.

These are:

1} Hov much better off personally am I as a result of the company's
operationsV

2) How long can this condition be expected to last? ;!'>'!:

Stuart Chase, How to Read an Annual Report , p. 2,

.. I



it is not necessary to point out the weaknesses In detail, but the infomai-

tlon presently contained in annual reports will not satisfactorily answer these

questions without a considerable amount of adjustroent. Accounting treatment of

•tjch items as depreciation, capital gains or the application of the realization

principle are points of confusion to the avei-age report reader.

Income distributable to stockliolders is an item of special Interest to

investors in evaluating their investment. In this respect an income above tha

cost tD replace depleted and depreciated assets would be more appropriata to

consider than income after deductions for the expiration of outlays sade In tha

past. Frequently dividend policies arc criticized by Investors because of a

lack of information reported by the financial statements on the matter.

Labor groups base demands for increased wages on income reported by accoun-

tants and upon current living costs. Their interest lies in the purchasing powar

of Income. Standard financial statements do not provide these groups with tha

desired information. -• •

i
7'' '

'

^
•'

' "Accounting has a much greater Importance to society than
simply helping manageaMit to attain efficient and profitable produc- ^' ^

lioa. The growth of business ovganizations, plus pressures from
stockholdara, eraditors, and govenoMnt agencica. have incraaaad
the amount of financial disclosure which must be made public. '

Access by outsiders to a great daal of corporate information is

now a generally accepted right. A society which has a high degree
of freedom of choice must have adequate and correct information
In order to make such important decisions as whether to invest,
buy, sell, or lend. Votara ara called upon to decide isaucs which
hinge upon knowledge of financial data."^

I
Donald A. Corbin, Accounting and Economic Daclsions . p. 4.
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Economies and A.ecountlng Report*' ^

"Economics Is the study of the production and distribution of goods and

••rvlces and the study of methods for Improving the system of production and

distribution." The relationship of economics and accounting may be viewed ia

two different ways. That accounting is a branch of economics is expressed by

one author. "Economics is the broad field of study accounting is that

portion of this field which concentrates on gathering, classifying and interpret-

2
ing information for an entity ." From the other side, another writes thatj

"Hot only are their professional origins different, but also, from the beginning

the two groups have had important diverse interests. At no time can either

field of learning be looked upon as Including the other; nor is either calling

an off-shoot of the other." George 0. May has said that where accounting and

economic thought run along parallel lines, they do so because both are running

parallel to business practice. "'' .^...-
^ .':i

:»":

"Economists have always considered their subject to be a branch of social

/
philosophy. They concerned themselves from the first with social problems and

gave little thought to the individuals."* The origin and developi^nt of account-

ing as a tool used to account for wealth and changes therein can not be coosidared

/ as a branch off of social philosophy or economics. The origin of both disci-

plines is not of major ia^Mrtancc. However, present day concepts and viewpoints

held by each are a direct result of the different origin and purpose of each.

l''^ '< X-
''

.r 1 1 1 i . .

,/

,~:^:^\'''>^

2 Gaorge L. Bach, Ecenomlei . p. 3.

Corbin, Loc. cit.
^ John B. Canning, Economics of Accountancy , p. 19.
^ Canning, P. cit., p. 6. .

/ ;
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It is only natural that the two separate areas of study serving different needs

and dealing with different problems should not use the sane tei-mln-^logy or be

In agrsement with each other on basic concepts of Incowe and Its raeasurenent.

The problens to be considered here are those caused by the points of conmon

Interest and concern to the two areas, however, and not their distinctive

characteristics. Economists, like those groups dlscusted In the previous p«gM

and depending on accounting statements, have looked to the accounting profession

as a source of statistical Information. As econoslcs became less philosophical

and theoretical in dealing with social probleas, the need for more statistical

information became greater. Business statistics accximulated and assembled by

accountants has proven very useful In this respect but not entirely satisfactory.

Like legal authorities, management and different s«gm«nt8 of the public, econo-

mists are observing income In a different manner and the information obtained Is

used for different purposes.

Economists are primarily concerned with business Income as it represents

a segment of national Income. National income. Income of the production factors

and of the Individual as well as business income are of concern to the economist.

These Incomes are looked upon as a means of satisfying huuan wants and needs.

For this reason such adjustment is necessary in order to make information obtained

from accounting statements relevent to them. TJnllke legal authorities, economists

do not have the power to force their concepts of Income and theories of Income

determination upon the accounting profession. Nevertheless, a closer associa-

tion of economics and management in recent years has caused those concerned with

business income Co give greater consideration to the econoiolc aspects of Incosie

determination,
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As in other disciplines it is also not possible to set forth a concept of

incooie representing the position of all economists. Scores of theories have

been set forth attempting to establish economic definitions of income and

procedures for measuring the income defined. Host economic concepts of income,

however, are variations of a lesser number of general concepts. In the follow

ing pages an attempt will be made to set forth and compare these general concepts.

ECONOMIC CONCEPTS OP INCCME

In observing the various areas concerned with the problem of income

measurement and the resulting influences upon the development of accounting

principles and theory; it is natural to set Economics apart from the other

areas. The regulatory agencies, tax authorities, investors, management and

others are primarily interested in different aspects of income. These groups have

proposed and/or demanded that certain principles and procedures be used for

income measurement. Few of these procedures, however, are based on general

theories and concepts of what "real" income is, or what income should be.

Tax concepts of income can not easily be defined and when they are, exceptions

are almost as numerous as the rules. The income involved may be determined by

government's desire to encourage, regulate, or discourage certain types of busi-

ness or even by political pressures.

Economics does not view income or approach the problem in this manner. It

is approached from a theoretical point of view. What is income? i^at should

true income measure? These are the questions which economists try to answer

before attempting to measure the item. For this reason most of the disagreement

and conflict over incoow theories and concepts arises between economic and

accounting theories. Between the extremes of these two areas are many theories
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of the subject too numerous to discuss but which have Incorporated Into them-

selves some of the thinking of both groups. . .; < ,i
, .

'

'• .

In discussing a subject so large as economic concepts of Income it becomes

necessary to define broad areas of concepts and general groups of theories which

exist. Two basically different approaches to Incone measurement are evident In

economic literature. , ,

Income may be viewed as a return for some factor of production. Tradition-

ally economists recognized these factors as land, labor and capital. All pro-

duction was considered to be rent, labor and the residual or noncontractual

element which was a return to those supplying capital. Due to the close relation*

ship between ownership and managementp these returns were called profits and

little consideration was given to the separate functions Involved. The French

ec(niomlst, Say» was among the first to distinguish among several elenients of

profit. One of these elements waA Interest, the return for the function of

supplying capital. Still no distinction was made between the functions of the

entrepreneur and owner until some time later. In addition to those factors

called rent, wages, interest and profits; more recent functional analysis of

income have included the return to the entrepreneur. This development can be

attributed to a great extent to the growth in size and number of large corpora**

tions in wnich management and ownership are separate groups. The term profits

is now being used to identify a ouch smaller segment of the insosw stream than

it previously did. Theories of profit have attempted to break it down still

Robert Gordon, "Enterprise, Profits, and the Modern Corporation",
Readings in the "aieory of Income Distribution , p. 539.
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farther » attrllnttinis it to a nunber of factors. One writer places thtse addi-

tional analysis of profits into three groups. 1) Theories relating profits to

the cntrepreneural function and the supply and dcaumd of entrepreneurs.

"Sssentlally these theorists stress coordination and control by the entrepreneur

ef the productive factors and processes as the function for vhich profits are

2
« rcMttrd". 2) Those theories relating profits to the eonpetitive eleaent of

risk, uncertainty, innovations, control or coobinations of these. 3) Those

theories relating profits to oKMiopolies or institutional positions of advantage.

nils functional approach to incone which relates it to sane phase of the

productive process is very difficult to reconcile with the business incone re-

ferred to by accountants and businessmen. The above Btentloned theories are

based upon an Input concept of incaae whereas business income is viewed as a

result of the productive process.

Other economists have developed theories of incosM with an emphasis placed

on the result of the productive process and not the cause. With the emphasis on

out-put, incosie was measured in terms of consuiqption, or the aggregate value

added by the factors ef production as evidenced by the end product. Irving

Fisher, J. M. Keynes and J. R. Hicks were among those observing income in this

fashion.

Early in the twentieth century Irving Vlsher wrote The Hatcre of Capital

and Income . In this book Mr. Fisher distinguishes between capital and incooM

in the following manner. *'A steck ef wealth existing at an Instant of time is

J
Ibid., p. 560

* Ibid., p. 560
Income is used here to refer to ai^ Increase In wealth resulting fr<

production whether it be a result of wages. Interest or other factors.
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called capital. A flow of services through a period of time Is called Incoae.**

Fisher's concept of Income is basically a realisation concept as Implied by his

use of the vord services. Fisher also describes another Incame which he calls

earned Income and ^leh Includes changes In capital. Concerning this he writes:

"Increases In capital are not income In the sense that It can be discounted In

addition to other Items of Income. Nothing but confusion can result from having

to consider two kinds of Income so widely divergent that whereas one la dls-

2
covmted to obtain capital value, the other Is not." In developing his realisa-

tion theory, Mr. Fisher sets out three separate phases of Income. These are:

money Income, objective Income and subjective Income. Money Income Is a mone*

tary measure of one's consumption. Objective Income refers to consumptloa

expressed In equivalent units. Hie satlsfaetton feeetved from the consuntptlon

Is referred to as subjective or psychic income.

J, )(• Keynes did not agree with Fisher that changes in capital shpuli opt

be Included in Income. Mr. Keynes states that savings is the excess of incooe

over expenditures for consumption. Income therefore equals consumption plus

savings. "For the business enterprise net income is the figure which remains

after all expenses. Including all depreciation and obsolescence, have been dc-

ducted from proceeds." The time at which proceeds are recognized and th« asthod

und to measure these proceeds, depreciation and obsolescence, and other expenses

will cause considerable variations in the application of this definition of

^ * "
- - •

^ Irving Fisher^ The Hature of Capital and IncoMi, p. 52.
2 Ibid., p. 249.
^ Savings In this sense refers to either a positive or negative change in

capital not resulting from consuHiption.
^ Dudley D, Oillard, Economics of John Maynard Keynes . p. 65,
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business Incatne. It ean be established, however that nost current concepts of

Income give consideration to the changes In capital value which are a result of

depreciation and obsolescence. This may appear to be an obvious procedure at

the present tine; however, one need not go back one hundred years In accounting

and economic literature to find that depreciation Is a relatively new part of

income determination. ..''; ,,..'' ':'; ''-..... ". ;';';.:«'' l,--^'r'-j.i;;f,!j

A definition of Income that has provided a starting point for roost current

2
C(sacept:9 of Incoiee was set forth by J. R« m«ks« For an Individual he defines

income as "the maximum value which he ean consume during a period and i^lll ex-

3
pect to be as well off at the end o£ the period as he was at the beginning".

Hicks justlfys this definition by going one step further and saying that tih*

4
purpose of income (its measurement) "is to serve as a guide for prudent conduct".

Hicks has also added savings to Fisher's definition. In attempting to measure

what Hicks defines as income one will at once encounter three points at which

subjective interpretations must be made; thus giving rise to numerous concepts

of income, all dependent on the one definition. The first problem in using

Hicks* definition is that of expressing value. How will value be measured?

The second problem arises in coiuiection with the word expect. Variations In

lacsne according to Hicks, may thus be said to occur as the individual's ei^eeta*

tions are changed. It would be extremely difficult to make any objective repiHrt

or interpretation of an income which is dependent upon the expectations of each

May, op. clt., p. 29.

This definition ean be adapted to business income by assuming that inccsae

Is the amount by which net worth has Increased, adjusted for contributions or
withdrawals of capital.

^ J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital , p. 172,
^ Loc. cit.
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entity Involved and uni£omlty of the results could never be expected. Also

his use of the term "aa \*ell off as" will cause great difficulty In application,

mcks himself points out that most of the problems In using his definition lie

In determining ufiet we mean by being as well off as.

A good definition Bwst meet two tests: "It must be useful for scientific

analysis; and It must harmonize with popular and Instinctive usage." Hicks*

definition meets the second test. It leaves much to be desired when used for

scientific analysis. ;
' '^' > -

, ;
' "

These theories of Income held by the three economists mentioned above are

not set forth here to represent the economic view of Income. The definitions

are, however, representative of the many attempts to define and segregate Income

as It accrues to the individual in the form of consumption, changes in capital

values, or both. They serve as a basis for the numerous concepts and theories

3
^f business income, .•;,;•.. ;,.'. '

^'*U ,

., ^ Whether one attempts to measure Iftcone as factors of production or as

the result of production, certain variations must be made in the basic economic

definitions of income for them to be applicable to business income. Business

income accrues to an entity and not an individual. Iven If the entity is a

proprietorship, accountancy treats the owners equity in the business as if it

were an individual person. In this sense business Income is not measured by

Individual consumption nor does it represent the total return to the factors

of production. It may, however, be considered as representing the entity's

consumption (dividends) and savings (changes in net worth other than thos«

I Ibid., p. 173.

^ Fisher, op. eit., p. 103.

Hicks' definition is an acceptable basis for both accounting and econo<

«lc concepts.
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caii««<l Vf iiflSmdU), It oay also eontala iatarut au c&pita.l, entr«pr«a»iml

1 .,....-
«ad po«»lbly prpflt.

Cooecpts of btttinsss laeooMi tmy h% divided between concepts oi aoaey inc<

aaA real lacoo*. The uae of the word real to distiagalsh betveea the two la

not Intended to eoBnunlcate the Idea of a true* actual or perfect InciMW at

derived la certain econoadc coaieepta. Real Ineom la vmmt bare to deacrlbe

that IttCotM* whatever the method of aeasurement* which la expreaaed la e^tlvalwk

uaita of pitifehaaii« power* It it thlt iasom \ihUh Flaher ealla objective

liiceHI lAMI teferrlng to ttie liidividiial. The Uali of expreaaiiv wM^ (nimtitt

in real temt la not latttraouatable. Sufficient coualderatlon hat been glvea

to the aubjeet of pric»-l«Ml adJustMenta to concXtide that the adjuamenti «aa

be atdei painful and eudbertoett at they nay beeone for theee ps^^rlns die

ttatMMmta* ';-.;:1j"^' ';,.
, .

•

•'"'"

To prepeee that any one ccmcept of lncae« can reault In an abaolute, true

MMtttreRMrat aay taeM out of place In vlcv of the aiecuatlen up to thlt point*

It la not hard to define the object, however, mImmi only the aecettd el Flaher'a

afore -wnatlooed teatt of a definition la uMli, !*««, ft Muat h«nM«i«e with

pepoler and Inatlnetlve uaage. At the eiqpeate ef having little praetleal value

in rimard to the aeewwlatico of bualneta data, coaceptt of laeoat and eorreapoad-

ing aethodt of iiantmUMIWi axlct which OMiy be labeled true or Ideal cimeepta of

econoalc Incot* IVo ateuuptlone oust be made In order to neaaure a^y such

iMMMIt lMM(VMr« At firat it that capital will be valued by dftemifjn mqt

ftttute teMfita at the tubjeetive rate of latereet* The eecond la that ii<e have

at all tiaKB a cooplete knowledge of the future be&eflte reaultlag fron exlttiat

Profit here la ueed In the econoeilc sense; It Is that part of income which
is in excess of a normal return for the factors of production.
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^ . ir>'./. ''

capital and of the subjective rate of interest. Income in this case will be

•q^i t0 the cApital values at the beginning of the period less the capital value

at the end of the period plus consumption for the period. Income measured in

this manner is eliminated to interest on capital. One writer oas suggested

that this ideal concept of income should be a goal for the accounting profession

to strive for. It would seem more fitting to the purpose of setting goals to

erect those which would at least oe within the reach of those concerned. Cer-

tainly all who are familiar with the problem will not hesitate to admit that

otur knowledge of the future, being limited and inaccurate, will cause changes

in the forecast of future oenefits and the subjective rate of interest. Vfith

thla limited and inaccurate knowledge of the future, it is necessary to digress

somewhat from tne income which we would like to measure. We are forced to measure

lagowe on a more realistic and objective basis evmi though the result is only

an approximation of the real incoae.

The first step away from the ideal income is represented by the ex-ante

concept of economic Income. This concept also holds that income should be

based on consumption and changes in capital values which represent discounted

future receipts. However, capital values are rctvised at the beginning of each

period. The changes in the capital values result from the revisions in our

projections of future receipts and interest rates. From one accounting period

to another certato capital gains and losses will result from the revisions

th«BBelves of the capital values. These are not true gains in the economic sense

but changes in capital values representing the changes in our own projections

of the future. These gains are normally not Included in ex-ante Income for the

period as they do not account for the devislon In the ex-ante income from ideal
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Incooe. Ex-ante ineone will, however vary from Ideal Ineone for the correspond*

lug period (were we able to accurately determine the ideal Income) by the Inter-

•at on the capital gains or losses not recognized until the period Is over.

These capital gains or losses prodticed by ex-ante Tneasurements of Income

somewhat resenble the capital gains referred to by accountants to the extent that

accounting capital gains may be attributed to imperfect er^ectations of th«

future which are reflected by changes in market values.

Bx-p09t concepts of obtained inconH? are numerous and will vary from extremes.

It is in this category that accotmting concepts of ineooe may be placed as well

as an adjusted anticipated concept of capital interest, similar to the ideal

Income. Most of the basic differences between the accounting and economic views

are evident and can be observed within the group of ex-post concepts. With sooe

alterations in the assianptions and procedures, income as capital Interest ean

also be observed in ex-post fashion. In this manner, the gains or losses re-

ferred to above are determined at the end of the period and transferred back to

the beginning of the period in order that capital Interest will be based on

values determined after the period is over. Differences exist over whether or

not these gains should be used only in determining capital interest or whether

they should be included in income for the period in which they were recognised.

This problem has its counterpart which is the treatment of capital gains en the

accounting statements, like changes in the capital values, the capital gains are

also a result of imperfect projections of the future which occurred in sane pre-

vious period. J. R. Hicks in referring to these gains has stated that an ineone

which Includes than can have no relevance to present decisions. "The incMM

which is relevant to conduct oust always exclude windfall gains; if they occur

Hansen, Op, clt., p. 28.
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they have to be thoxight of as raising Income for future periods (by Interest on

them) rather than as entering Into any effective sort of income for the current

period."^

Prom observing the foregoing definitions and theoretical methods of income

measurement one must conclude as Mr. Hicks did. "It seems to follow that any

one who seeks to make a statistical caluculatlon of income is confronted with a

dilemma. The income he can calculate is not the true income he seeks; the In-

corae he seeks cannot be calculated.''

At this point the dilemma becomes a very real and practical problem for

accountants. Adjustments must be made in the Income which we seek In order that

it may be calculated. These adjustments can only represent estimates of the real

object. In view of the different backgrounds and objectives of those relying

on the estimates and the different uses for them; the accountant's task becomes

one of finding an optimum balance between the income we seek and one based on

coa^>letely objective measures.

The basic concepts, assumptions and principles representing the accountants

compromise of the two objectives are discussed in the following pages. These

become much more logical when viewed as tools used to provide an estimate which

all accountants recognize as being partially unobjectlve and partially unrealistic.

ACCOUNTING INCOME

Accounting has traditionally heeu concerned with historical events and

their measurement. This emphasis is a natural outgrowth of booklceeplng proce-

dures and their purpose from wiiich accounting practice has been developed, Eco-

^ Hicks, Op, cit,, p, 179,
2 -Inn »4»2 loc. elt.
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nomlcs rather, has been primarily concerned with thie future &rA ttie decwlona

that must be made concerning the future. It is evident from previous parts of

this paper that there is a growing dependence on accounting to provide informa-

tion relevant to economic and managerial decisions. The analysis of accounting

reports and stateiiients of past operations is an increasing and integral part of

the decision malting process, .; ^i-

These developaents have tended to draw the interests of economics and

accounting closer together by providing more closely related objectives and

purposes, Tlie basic philosophies, concepts, principles and procedures divlilop«d

by these groups to achieve the end results have not, however, reflected thC8«

developments. With a greater emphasis on income measurement the accounting co»-

cepts and principles underlying this function have been analyzed, criticized and

discussed much more frequently and extensively. Much has been written criticiz-

ing these basic concepts but little progress has been made toward revision* and

changes that would provide a better basis for current Income measurement.

Financial statements prepared in generally accepted accounting fashion are

based on conventions developed from experience bf the profession. These conven-

tions are a result of the accountant's efforts to recognize and serve the need*

v/kicla hayre arisen. Xh# necessity oi having to place into practice what eeono-

nlste have been able to theorize on probably is cause for a lack of soundly

developed concepts and concise principles within the profession. Underlying

these convention* aj^^ several concepts or aAKumptions on which accoimtlng p|ro*

cedures are generally based. Tnese are summarized in the following paragraph*.

.it., •tr'- :';> • .•••' -'
.

- '/*:•
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**A buslaets «itlty it a fonul or Infonial unit of enter-

prlM-'-oorganlzed to accottpllsh certain express or loplled

purposes.•»—accounting procedures and financial reports are

concerned with specific business entitles and their activities,

...«Xhe business entity concept provides a basis for Identify-

ing econonlc resources and activities with specific enter*

Ibises* thus for defining the area of coverage appropriate to

a gives set of records or reports."^

**The going concern concept assunes the continuance of the

general enterprise situation indefinitely—'-the concept assuaes

that c(Hitrolllng envlronnental cireiimstances will persist

sufficiently far into the future to pemlt existing plans and

prograas to be carried to coopletion—"-the assua^tlon provides

a reas<»able basis for presenting enterprise status and per-

forBsnce."^

"The aonetary unit is the principal unit of neasure em-

ployed in accounting to record and report Inforaatlon about
business events.——Price derives froat the exchange of speci-

fic goods and services under actual raarket conditions and is

prias facie evidence of the noney value of such goods and
services at the tine of exchange."^

"Ihe essential saeanlng of realisation is that a change ia
an asset or liability has becosMi sufficiently definite and
objective to warrant recognition in the accounts. Typically
the initial appearance of an asset within an entity is the
result of an exchange transaction in ^icb terns and amounts
established by negetiatltm are supported by docuaients and
narket daU."^

In addition to these underIjring assoi^tions, certain definitions and pre*

scribed proeedtires have been generally accepted by accountants i^ich help one

formulate a concept of the income to be measured. ^ i
,

Realized net income of an enterprise measures its effectiveness as an

oferating mit «nd is the change in its net «Mets arising out ef the ejsess

or AefieieBey of revenue eompared with related expired costs; and other galas

Accounting and Reporting Standards for Corporate Floanci^^ Statements .

American Accounting Association* p. 2.

^ Loc. clt.

J
Loc. cit.

Loc. cit.
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or losses to the enterprise from sales, exchange or other eonverslons of

^1

its a prlaary component of business Income, reveniie Is considered as "the

Ktary eKpresslon of the aggregate of products or services transferred by

2
«« n^tfSium %» iJt§ eusteaers during a period of tine".

As another aspect of Iimioim, expired costs oust be properly separated item

costs and properly measured. "The word cost is related to expenditure. Aa

•xp«iditure is a payment in cash or otherwise, or the incurring of an obUga*

tion to make a future payment, for a benefit reeelved. Cost is the measure of

the expenditure."'' An expired cost is a cost for which the benefit received has

been used up or lost. Another 8o->called accounting concept indicates generally

lAea the benefit received should be considered as used. The matching concept

means that in the determination of periodic net inconc, it is laq>eratlve that

revemes and related expenses be reported in the name period. Thus if revenue

is deferred because it is regarded as not yet earned, all elements of expense

relat€<l to such deferred rev«RiM mat be imimvttei also in order to achieve the

stewing of revenue and expense vhleh Is essential to a proper determination of

net incoM." .;.:.

^ In addition to the problem of measuring revenues and costs, a problssi of

major proportions is that of timing. Determining when the change in an asset

or liability has become sufficiently definite and objective to warrant recognl*

tion will Involve much individual judgment. Certain principles or guides for ree«

I
Ibid., p. 5.

^ Loc. ctt.

^ Finney and Miller, Principles of Accounting , p. 172.
* Ibid., p. 183.
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ognltlon have been set forth by the accounting profe»slot. *^eveTHi« 1» recog-

nized ttpon the transfer of an asset, the performance of a service, or the u»e of

a resource of the enterprise by another party aecompaaied fay a concurrent

acquisiticm of an asset or a reduction of a liability." "Expense Is recog-

nised In the period If lAich there Is: 1) a direct identification with current

revenue 2) a oeastjraMe expiration of asset costs even though not associated

with the productlOTi of revenue for the current period 3) an Indirect assoclatlcm

2
with revenue of the period."

From the above definitions and concepts one can conclude that the busibfieii

incoiM measured by accountants represents a monetary concept of realized iacoina

based en historical costs and Is measured ex-post.

ACCRETION INCOME

In an attenpt to bridge the gaps between accounting theory and practice

»

attempts have been made to neasure business income as changes in econooiic power

whJUeh are evidenced by Bwrket values. "The accretion concept defines incone as

an inereaee in econoiilc poifer which can be neasured with reasonable objectivity.

—Incase Is the change in economic power adjusted for capital contributions and

distributions." The definition is generally In agreaa»nt with Hicks' 4«£toi-

felcm of economic income. It is the loeasure of economic power, however, that

separates accretion from economic income. While economic Income, for the most

part, la based on the present value of future receJ.pts discounted, accretion

Recounting and Reporting Standards for Corporate Flpapelal StatemeBtS ,

Of. elt., p. 13.
2 Loc. clt.
•^ G. Edward Philips, "Vie Accretion Concept of iBcaae", The Accounting

Review . January 1963, 3S:14.
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Incoee is dependent primarily on market values as a measure of economic power*

The difference la of leas importance than it first appears*

flhAuld everyone have the same expectatloos of future receipts and discount

these receipts at the same subjective rate of Interest, discounted present

vftlaes would theoretically be equal to current market values. TbM b«8l«; differ*

•ace in the two is a result of revisions In our projections of the ftttvrc

causing capital gains and losses to appear in the market.

Since the lack of objectivity used in determlnioc Ittcoee is a major weak-

rutss in econoatie concepts, accretion inc(»Ge provides additional objectivity

wlthou digressing greatly from theoretical standards. The accretion concept,

by Indicating that ecoaonlc power should be taeasured by oarket price only where

it can be done with reasonable objectivity has left considerable rooa for differ*

•at degrees of objectivity; thus causing probler^ vhen statistics are compared.

There are two basic weaknesses in the accretion concept. 1) No distinction

la aiada between income resulting froa a change in the value of the oonetary

unit and nensal Ineesw. By periodic revalvatloiis of ««rt«in IfceiMi tb« bwachiog

effect of dollar changes is reduced, however. 2) lio dlatlnction is nede between

capital gains and incooMi from nomal operations. For the accounting profession

It ney include another weakness: that it tends to ottke appraisers of the account-

ants, a job which they have refused to accept in the pest.

The iriiole accretion concept is based on a theory of value. Without a well

developed value theory aud generally accepted principles for application of

the theory, an extreme lack of unlfonaity would reeulc A-ivocates of the theory

^ Ibid., p. 19,
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are quick to point out that comsisttncy of practice ahoold not be the ultiaste

teat of a practical iaconie theory. Since market valuea are a better neasure of

ceooaaie paver than hUtorical coeta, ineoM ahould be baaed on ehangea in market

values whenever theae are measurable. These advoeatea feel that "accretion

lateat should be accepted a» the ideal—-•• guide to be used ia evaluatins the

merita of alternative practiees.** This does not imply that tlie accretion con-

cept will be applied to the measurement of all categories of assets. Obviously

fixed assets would net be valued at the cloae of each period because of a lack

of a market test for such items. This does not necessarily limit the purpose

or value of income determination when the "going concern" is assumed. Most

fixed assets will be used in the normal operation of the business, expire and

never be subject to market values except as aalvage. The practice of spreading

their coat over estimated useful lives would continue to be used in income deter«

mination. "Although the accretion concept does not serve all needa for data,

it has a atriking degree of universality of applicability in many areas includ*

2
ing taxation, national ineoat aMaurcMNit* aad msnaiMMat deeiaioB«makiiig,"

It also would not require sudden and vast changes in accounting practlet.

OOMPIETCLY SOBJECtiVE AMD OBJSCtlVB HlffllMI

Income concepta msy be extended beyond the limits of subjectivity and

objectivity previously mentioned in this paper. These concepts have little or

no value in dealing with bualness income, however, and will only be mentioned

as extreme points of view.

1 Ibid., p. 18
2 Ibid., p. 25.
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Psjchic incoiM or subjective Incorae as It it termed by Fisher is completely

dependent on individual Judgment and opinion. It has no objective procedure

for neasureoent. Psychic Incoae represents the htanaa satisfactions received as

a result of the objective incone. Fishar writes that "it is usually recognis«4

by aconooiists that we OMSt not stop at the stage of objective Incons. Indeed

ao objective services art of significance to nan except as they are preparatory

to subjective satisfactions." It is agreed that the satisfaction of huoan wants

and needs with scarce resources is the objective of econooiics and psychic tnca—

is the end product. However, it is the neasureaent of incoiie with which aceoaBt*

aney is priaarlly concerned. It is this afeasureaent of ineoiae that oust serve

as a basis for prudent conduct and not the income itself. For this reason

psychic incoae is not of great concern to the business entity whose consumption

consists of dividend payments.

At the opposite extretDC one can detenaine incons by net recognising any

flow of services or products except as they are transferred into cash or its

ettuivalent. Isco«e is detemined by deduetiag front cash receipts the cash ex*

peaditures for the period. At this stage an entirely honogefieotts asd consistent

incone is obtained. Althouj^ cash flow statenents provide useful infomation

for nanageneat purposes, their linitatiaiis in neasuring changes in the economic

power of a firm are obvious. Cash income is only mentioned here as an extrene

example of the inverse relationship between objective income and that income we

would like to measure.

Fisher, op. cit.» p. 163.
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SIMH&RT

nie following outline will serve to set forth more clearly the basic con*

cepts of Income, and their relative positlo&fi in the progrefision from conceptual

reality to complete objectivity.

1) Psychic income—Conqpletely subjective. Inccme is a function
of the satisfaction derived by the human body from the con-

9Wi|^ti9ii of units of production.

2) tamomt it equal to tdfitMii^toft plus or mimis changes in capital
values. These capital values are determined by discounting

ftttura act receipts. Ideally this weul4 st^pose a perfect
knowledge of future receipts and Interest rates. In practical

epplicatioB it anet be aeaBtired ex'peet or ex-ente to eeeh
period in order to reflect the revisions which will occur In

projections of the future.

3) Accrual, Value Added or Accretion Inccoeo-Besically sisllar
to economic Income, except that capital changes are determined

by sMrket values i^n these are measurable.

4) Accounting lacostt—Value changes are recognized normally when
evidence by outside transactions. All values are based on

prices evidenced by busiaeea transaetieoa.

5) CtL§h laaeae—Cenpletely objeetive. Value ehaagea are recog*

nized only ^en evidenced by a cash transaction.

Variatlooa In these concepts of Income and the principles for measuring

each, have tended to make the differences among them appear more numerous than

they are. The basic differences in the central three incomes* those applying to

2
business income, may be reduced to only three.

The first and w3Bt basic of these Is the real income measured by the present

value method as opposed to money income obtained from the accretion and aecountiag

concepts. This assuoption that economic income is real income muit be qualified

"Philips, op. clt., p. 16.

^Sidney S. Alexander, Incoeie Measurement jm £ Dynamic Economy , p. 94.
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scniawhat. It Is supposed that because Incoas is a function o£ future receipts

and not p«8t Monetary values, the income obtained is free from all price level

problems. Ho«#«ver, to free the incorae from all variations in price levels it

appears that it would be necessary to discount the changes in price levels that

we suppose to occur in the future and that will effect our toeasureaieut of

future benefits. By determlnins present value both for the beginning of the

period and the end of the period at the same Instant of time the Ineoae of the

current period will reflect current purchasing power and be free from prise

level distortions. This does not make the current period Income comparaMe

with those incomes of past or future periods. Since all income is not consumed

during the current period it does not represent putx^hasiag power of the income

at sone future date when the savings are consisned. A knowledge of the value

of the unit at the tine it is to be received is necessary to the e:q»re9sioa of

real income regardless of the concept of income x^hich is held.

Accretion income is basically a mcmetary measure as opposed to a real one.

The effect of changii^ price levels will appear in the income statements in th«

iMnM f»tta as tht ireal income. The two cannot be distinguished without the appli*

cation of a price index. However, it does tend to prevent large fluctuation i«

income resultiog from changes in the value of the dollar by reporting some of tb«

changes in the price level witliia the period during ^?hich it occurs. Most gain*

are reported in current dollars but expired costs which haven't been re\'alued

on the basis of market values will continue to reflect dollar values of past

periods.

The second difference in the incomes derived by the various methods is

eaused by the inclusion or exclusion of capital gains. Economists normally
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e«rasi<Ier capital gains thoBa x^lch are attributed to the eh«ag« in «x|Nietati(nt»

of the future and therefore are windfall profits to be exeloded from Incone of

the period. Certainly la the mafureamt of social income these gains would

have to be excluded but to the individual flnn these represent changes in eeono-

Ic power and «iy represent better than the average managerial foresight. Thes*

probably have little significance In nanagerial decisions of the future. Except

for certain financial institutions capital gains included in accounting incone

generally ar« not included imtil realized; therefore mlnifflialng the problem of

eadurlBg then. There are differences of opinion concerning where unusual and

aon-recurrlng capital gains shorild be Included in the statements . One must

assume« howev«i:» tkat those vmliAz the stateneats have enough understanding to

malce such talnor ad5ustT9ent« as this to serve thelif own needs and the problem Is

of little significance in deterrainlag income. The fact that it has been realized

end has increased the economic power of the entity is important to those concern*

•d. Like accounting income, accretion income includes the capital gains in incone

for the parlod. The period in TThich the gains are reported will normally ba

different, hw«yever. Accretion Incorae indludas capital gains as soon ts they

are sufficiently reflected by market values to objectively neas'jre. This

generally will result in a auch sooner realization of gains by accretion than

by the accounting nethod. The treatment given such galas under the accretion

method has the advanta^^ of shmrtng; the increase in value tThen it did occur.

Since capital gains arc a result of changes in expectatioas causad over time it

is more realistic to aasume that they ara a reaalt of factors hejoaii managament'a
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control. Therefore the recognition of such gala* •hould not depend on a

oanagemant decision to convert the asset. In susaary ecouesac incoite nonully

vill axelnde capital galas fron Incoae, accretion Incooe will always laclod*

suca gains aud accounting income vill nariaally include tlie^ out will nofc do s*
^

until realiaad* /;

ThA third point of variance ia chat oi tioiiag. liconcnic incoiae includes

revenues as soon as iUMty ace anticipaCed ia tne i^ora oi ruture receipts.

Accretion iacotsa recoi^aiaea aa itaa oi raveoua only ««nan it can be reasonably

and ol>jeetiv«ly naasured by aarket values. In esaenea this is whan the isarket

recoguiaes the value oi the iuture raceipca. Accounting income requires aa

exchange of assets as evidence that toe revenue oas Men reaxiaed.

It can a* reasoned that all dlfierences oi iacoae theory aad aeaiuraaMie

could l>e raaolved >>y reaolving these three specicic proulesis. In practice

•ueh a reconciliation is not likely*

COMCLUSION

Little progress can he oude in the aroa ox incoiae deteminatioa until the

lollowlug quoKtiona ara pxaced in proper perspecciva with each oUter and given

careful cousiUaratioa.

1) What is iueoiM i.e., what does incooe taeasure?

2) How can lacoae best be easuredi
3) Why sasasure xacooet

Answers to the first question will contribute little to iag snw dtttamlaatlos

preolems if they are fooadsd on uarrow definitions. Basically, we are atttsipt*

lag to Measure an entity's progress over a given period of tiae aa evioeneed by

its increase in ecoaoetic power or coaswad of goods and services. Incoste should
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not be a definition of workaMe and acceptable preeeA»rei» tmt f«*1»er»

based on the concept of enterprise progress. It is a success indicator; and

the difficulties of Inplsmenting it as stich should not distort the object It*

self.

Answers to the sacunu question have been clouded by a l&ek of eoasidcra*

tion of and agreement on the previmis one. The accounting profession has beem

faced with the problem of trying to laeasiire soocthing that has not been clearly

defined by the profession n»v by those for %^ich Htm Bisasur«aent is made. The

results have been less than satisfactory to most evefycwt concerned. How In-

conte can best be me&surea must be consldereti from two viewpoints, hum can we

most correctly measure the income and how can the information be msde most use"

fult These questions must be considered together and not separately. Assuming

that a perfect solution cannot be reached for eitiiec* the questicm becomes how

far must we deviate from an attempt to measure the incoae defined to make the

results useful to those concerneu. &ome ueviation from the income %#c would like

to measure is necessary to gain a suffieiuut degree of objectivity. conparlson

of psychic and cash Inccasee makes this point obvious.

Last but not least the accountant must remeodier tliat his reports are many

things to many people. The specific use to ee made of Kite incsme datm mmet be

kept in mind. The first parts of this paper point out the Inereeetng Impertanee

of this question.

The ciccounting profession is being criticised for the out-dated methodology

currently being used to detenoine incooe. It is accused of falling to recognize

the problems and ehauges caused by a dynamic economy and for a rigid tradition-

elism preventing changes in practice when the need is recognised. Those without
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bftvc accused those within the profession of protecting their "sacred eov** called

generally accepted accounting principles*

The accusation that awthodology and procedures are Mit*dated is perhaps

Justified; but for the aujorltj of those confronted with the probleaae of IncoeM

eASureMAtf the others are net. Aeeouataats geBerall; recegBlae that to the

extent that th» halaaee Cheat can be «tde to repveeent an entity's true eeofttti^

position as of a given tine, real ineone can be accurately measured. The basic

problem within the accounting profeasion appears rather to be a reconciliation

of the answers to questions one and three mentioned above. Because of this

failure to reconcile concepts and workable procedures accountancy haa developed

or rather evolved from procedures of ancient bookkeeping and not fron well

grounded concepts and well established objectives and purpoaes.

Because of the numerous uses of accounting data and the number of weak con-

cepts underlying these uses, there can not be a reconciliaticm of the best

measurcmeiM: of true income and the information prepered for the various purposes.

The accounting profession imst realise however* that it is professionally responsi-

ble for both. Accounting Inceae MUit he reported on a sufficlMstly objective

and hisnogeneous basis to make the results cooqtarable in all cases. If the pro-

fession is to keep pace with changes and resulting needs for additional informa-

tion, and retain its professional objective as one of providing service, numeroue

adjustments and changes in concepts and procedures must take place at each avenue

of service.

This means that for general purposes there must be an accounting concept of

income based on well established standards and a cleer understanding of objectives,

not on the historical development of convenient procedures. It meana that
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accounting Mrvlees mast become sufficiently broad and flexible to provide t^e

types of Infonoatlon that are needed and requested. At this level there oust

be a coaq>lete understanding of the entire problem of income detenination la

order to provide the analysis and interpretations necessary to make the reports

useful,

George 0. Kay expresses a similar view of the problem and possible solution

in the following statement made in 1948.

Cutting across and impeding progress in the researches which

aim at greater signifieaaee in accounts there is in America a

powerful movement which would subordinate significance to a

supposed uniformity and certainty. Aceeuntantt are told that they

have an obligation to produce accounts which will be simple, ade*

quate, truthful and understandable by the conmon man and will,

at the same time, suit all the principal purposes for i^lch

accounts are used.

The movesMttt has its origin in distrust of managenent,

coupled perhaps with faith in the standardization that has

proved to be invaluable in industry. But income determination

is used for many purposes, and the American multiple-use tool Is

typically not a makeshift device which performs a variety of

Usks unsatisfactorily. It is rather (like the cultivator) a

combination of a naia component and a number of attachments,

each Intended for a single purpose. It may be along this line

that increased uaefulness of income determination can best be

achieved. '^

Undoubtedly there has been an increase in the preparation and use of supple-

mental income data by accounting firms for Individual cU«i&l since Hr. Kaj't

statement was made. However, developments along this line within the aeco\mt-

ing profession and the satisfaction of those concerned do not reflect a great

amount of progress since Mr. May's observation sixteen years ago. .

May, op. cit., p. S2.
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One* «• hav* dev«lop«d « greater tmderatandlng of the problen itself and

of the objeetives and purposes of ineone determinati«a a laajor part of the pro<

blea irill have been solved. Until this first step is eosipleted, a change in

procedures and tools for ineoias determination will only add to the confusion

and dissatisfaction that are associated with statesents of business iceone.
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One of the priaary functions of accounting Is the detemlaatlon of baslncee

Incooe. Due to various uses of income data by nuaerous groups with different

interests, widespread disagreenent exists over whet ineone should represent and

over the procedures used to autasure income.

As a result of an increase in the nusiber of uses for •ceotntin^ rej^rts,

the growing istportance of accounting data, and the extensive changes which hlivii

taken place in the business environment; income determination has becoeie an

Increasingly complex problea in recent years.

Attempts to sMasure an entity's progress over a given period of time as

•vidtneed by its abaolute increase in economic power or command over goods and

•ervlees id not ^rovi^ sufficiently objective information to be of practical

value. As one attempts to measure the change in an entity's economic position

ore objectively ami make the reports coafarable and more uaeful. some degree

of conceptual reality must be sacrificed.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss various uses and concepts of incoma

and to analyse the basic differences in these concepts in light of the account-

ing problean of measuring and reporting income.

The following outline will serve to set forth more clearly the basic con-

cepts of incone and their relative positions in the progression from conceptual

reality to complete objectivity.

1) Psychic Income

2) Bconomlc Income

3) Accretion Incosw

4) Accounting Income

5) Cash Income

Hajor differences among the three central IncomM above* those applicable

to the business entity, may be reduced to only three. First, economic Income,

to a certain extent, measures real income while accretion and accounting Income



are monetary ncaaurea. Secondly, economic Income excludes capital gain* froa

{terlod income. Accretion income and accounting Income include capital galna

In income although they normelly will do so during different time p«riod». The

third point of variance is timing. Economic income *rill include itema of income

at ioott at they can be anticipated in the form of future receipts. Accretion

ineeme will include those items of income that can be reasonably measured by

market values. AceooaClss iacow* includes income which haa been evidenced by

a business tranaaetlmi.

Any aolutiona to the problems of determining business income must be pra-

ecdad by careful conaideration of the followins quaations.

1) What is income? i.e., what does income maaaura?

2) How can this incosM beat be maaaured?

3) Why maaaura income? i.e., for what purpose will the reports be tised?

AecountiAg income must be reported on a auffieiently objective and homo-

geneous baals to mskc the reaults comparable in different cases and at different

tl<Ma, However, if the profeasion ia to keep pace with changaa and the raault-

{ng seeds for additional information, numarova adjustmanta and changes in con-

cepts an^ procedures must take olace at each avenue of service.

This means that for general purposes there must ba an accounting concept of

tncowe based on well established standards and a clear understanding of objec-

tives, not on the hiatorical develooment of convenient procedures. It meana

that aceo'jmting services mast become auffieiently broad and flexible to provide

the types of information that are needed and requested. At this level thara onast

be a complete understanding of the entire problem of income deterwinsticn in

order to provide the snelysis and lnterpretatt-»ns necesssrv to mske the reports

useful.


